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Cornhuskers Carl Sandburg 2000 Over 100 classic poems from Sandburg's second
book, which came out two years after Chicago Poems (1916). Includes "Grass,"
"Prayers of Steel," "Flanders," "Prairie," "Shenandoah," many more. Introduction.
Index of First Words.
Amelia's Journey Martha Rogers 2012-01-03 DIVFor Ben Haynes it is love at first sight,
but can a Boston socialite find true happiness with a cowboy from Kansas? Once
childhood friends, Ben Haynes is taken with Amelia Carlyle when he runs into her at
her sister’s wedding. Although he will be returning to Kansas and life on his father’s
ranch, Ben calls on Amelia several times, and they find they have more in common than
they first realized. As he leaves for Kansas, they promise to write. Back in Kansas, Ben
begins to save money toward a home for Amelia even though he has not made his
intentions known. He’s relying on God to make a way. Meanwhile, Amelia is presented
to society and has several young men vying for her attention. Although Ben has
captured Amelia’s heart, her parents make every effort to discourage the relationship,
even forbidding Amelia to correspond with him. Amelia tells Ben that she will wait for
him as long as it takes, but will the love and loss they experience along the way bring
them closer or drive them apart forever? /divDIV /divDIVSERIES DESCRIPTION/div Set
in Oklahoma Territory before the days of statehood, Winds Across the Prairie is a
series of stories of how love and forgiveness can overcome even the most difficult
obstacles when God is in control. When one’s heart is attuned to God’s leading, the
greatest of sins can be forgiven and a new life begun. These love stories will appeal to
women as well as young adults as a story of how God helps His children overcome
circumstances when they put their trust in Him.
Heart of Mine Caroline Fyffe 2019-02-26 USA Today bestselling author Caroline Fyffe
makes love the grandest adventure on the frontier for the resistant darling of Eden,
Colorado. Emma Brinkman is the most eligible bachelorette in town and staying that

way. After learning twice that romance is a lie, she's focused only on making the mine
she and her sisters inherited a booming success. To do that, she'll need to put her trust
in a notorious scoundrel. But no matter how flirtatious, handsome, or persistent he may
be, Emma is interested only in his expertise in coaxing gold from the earth. The
illegitimate son of a duke, Beranger North is a reputed playboy and a self-made man
who found his fortune excavating the rich and profitable American West. He's always
looking for a good prospect, and Beranger sees the potential in Eden, Colorado, and in
mining the affections of his fetching, if wary, new business partner. All he has to do is
convince Emma to take one more chance on love--on him. Against all odds, they could
both strike it rich, if only in matters of the heart.
Whispers on the Wind Caroline Fyffe 2016-08-30 A straitlaced bookseller and a rowdy
trail guide fight their ill-suited attraction in Book Five of the Prairie Hearts series by
USA Today bestselling author Caroline Fyffe. Wyoming Territory, October 1883 Tabitha
Canterbury came to Logan Meadows with one goal: to open the bookshop she's always
dreamed of having. In a town full of illiterate cowboys, though, making the Storybook
Lodge a success is easier said than done. And things get more complicated when the
saloon next door gets a new co-owner and Tabitha finds herself falling for the wrong
sort of man.... After a lifetime guiding settlers across the prairie, Hunter Wade isn't
looking to stay put in Logan Meadows. But as a partner in the Bright Nugget saloon,
he's determined to turn a profit--and if that puts him in competition with Miss HoityToity Canterbury, that's fine. Even if she is beautiful, and clever, and always ready with
a witty retort. Can these two stubborn souls come together--or will pride keep them
apart?
West Winds of Wyoming Caroline Fyffe 2014-09-30 In Book Three of the Prairie Hearts
series by USA Today bestselling author Caroline Fyffe, two broken hearts just might
find a second chance at love. When widower Charlie Rose shows up looking for work at
the struggling Cotton Ranch, no one knows he's secretly trying to outrun trouble--and
he intends to keep it that way. He wants to start over fresh in the small town of Logan
Meadows, where his blind daughter can grow up safe...and where danger can't find
him. Feisty and independent, Nell Page is determined to protect the Cotton Ranch,
despite threats from the bank...and the mysterious stranger lurking on the ranch's
borders. In spite of her better judgment, Nell instantly feels drawn to handsome,
dependable Charlie. The more they ride together through the beautiful Wyoming
mountains and plains, the more their feelings grow into a love that could be strong
enough to last forever. But will Charlie's past catch up with him and dash their hopes
for a future together?
The Heart of Everything That Is Bob Drury 2014-09-02 Draws on Red Cloud's
autobiography, which was lost for nearly a hundred years, to present the story of the
great Oglala Sioux chief who was the only Plains Indian to defeat the United States
Army in a war.
PrairyErth William Least Heat-Moon 2014-03-11 This New York Times bestseller by the
author of Blue Highways is “a majestic survey of land and time and people in a single
county of the Kansas plains” (Hungry Mind Review). William Least Heat-Moon travels
by car and on foot into the core of our continent, focusing on the landscape and history
of Chase County—a sparsely populated tallgrass prairie in the Flint Hills of central
Kansas—exploring its land, plants, animals, and people until this small place feels as

large as the universe. Called a “modern-day Walden” by the Chicago Sun-Times,
PrairyErth is a journey through a place, through time, and into the human mind from the
acclaimed author of Here, There, Elsewhere: Stories from the Road. “A sense of the
American grain that will give [PrairyErth] a permanent place in the literature of our
country.” —Paul Theroux, The New York Times
Spring Came on Forever Bess Streeter Aldrich 1985-01-01 Acclaimed for her 1928 novel
A Lantern in Her Hand, Bess Streeter Aldrich became one of the most widely read
interpreters of the prairie pioneer experience. In 1935, she published her masterpiece,
Spring Came on Forever, a novel of two Nebraska pioneer families from settlement to
the 1930s. Elsewhere an artist of the romance, here Aldrich turns romance on its head.
The heroine is Amalia Holmsdorfer, one of a band of German immigrants who settle on
the prairie. From her late teens to her mid-eighties she confronts and defeats the
forces of nature and society that discourage or ruin others. Her life might be a modest
triumph but for one detail: she married the wrong man. Quickly paced and precisely
drawn, this novel is Aldrich's greatest tribute to the complexity, humor, endurance, and
intelligence of the people who settled the prairie. Whatever its sentiments, it has as
many cutting edges as a buzz saw.
Wagon Train Reunion Linda Ford 2015-04-01 Second-Chance Courtship Abigail Black
had no choice but to break Ben Hewitt's heart years ago. Her parents had picked
another, wealthier groom. Now widowed and destitute, she's desperate to leave her old
life behind. The wagon-train journey to Oregon is full of dangers, but she'll face
anything—even Ben—for a fresh start. Ben knows better than to trust Abby again.
Between her family's snobbery and his family's protectiveness, avoiding her should be
easy. Yet he's still moved by Abby's sweetness and beauty…along with a sadness and
strength he never noticed in her before. Forgiving past wrongs would be a
struggle—but the hardest struggle would be letting Abby go once more. Journey West:
Romance and adventure await three siblings on the Oregon Trail
The Quilted Heart Omnibus Mona Hodgson 2014-01-21 Like a beautiful patchwork quilt,
the three novellas in The Quilted Heart tell stories of lives stitched together with love
and God’s unending grace. Once a week, Elsa Brantenberg hosts the Saint Charles
Quilting Circle at her farmhouse on the outskirts of the riverside town of St. Charles,
Missouri. The ladies who gather there have all experienced heartache related to the
intense hardships of the Civil War, and together, they are facing their painful
circumstances with friendship and prayer. Can the tattered pieces of their hearts be
stitched together by God’s grace? Dandelions on the Wind When Maren Jensen took a
job on Elsa Brantenberg’s St. Charles, Missouri farm, she never expected to call the
place her home. As she grows to love Mrs. Brantenberg and her granddaughter, Gabi,
Maren is transformed from a lonely mail-order bride-without-a-groom to a beloved
member of the Brantenberg household. But when Gabi’s father, Rutherford “Wooly”
Wainwright, returns to the farm unexpectedly, everything changes for Maren, and she
feels compelled to find another job. Are her choices in obedience to God, or is she
running from His plan? Bending Toward the Sun Dedicated to her education and to
helping her father in his general store, Emilie Heinrich is convinced she doesn't have
time for love. But when a childhood friend returns to St. Charles, Missouri, after serving
in the Civil War, his smile and charm captures Emilie’s eye and her heart. Will she be
forced to choose between honoring her father and a future with a husband and family

of her own? Ripples Along the Shore Change is brewing in St. Charles. A group of
brave souls are preparing to head west on the Boone's Lick Wagon Train, led by the
mysterious and handsome Garrett Cowlishaw, who served as a Confederate soldier in
the war that killed Caroline’s husband. Despite her dislike for him, Caroline is tempted
to join the wagon train and start fresh somewhere new, but when Mr. Cowlishaw
forbids her—a single woman—to travel with them, will one man’s prejudice destroy
Caroline’s hope for a new future? Or will the ripples of God’s love bring the answer she
needs?
Prairie Song Mona Hodgson 2013-08-06 The first step in a challenging journey is often
the one that means the most. Though it means saying goodbye to the beloved friends
and spiritual mentors of her St. Charles, Missouri quilting circle, Anna Goben is certain
that she needs to enlist her family in the Boones Lick Company wagon train. The loss
of her beloved brother in the Civil War has paralyzed her mother and grandfather in a
malaise of grief and depression and Anna is convinced that only a fresh start in the
Promised Land of California can bring her family back to her. Although the unknown
perils of the trail west loom, Anna’s commitment to caring for her loved ones leaves no
room for fear—or even loving someone new. During the five-month journey, trail hand
Caleb Reger plans to keep a low profile as he watches over the band of travelers.
Guarding secrets about his past and avoiding God’s calling on his life, Caleb wants to
steer as far from Anna as she does him, but she proves to be just as he assessed her
from the beginning— independent, beautiful trouble. Led by a pillar of hope, the group
faces rough terrain that begins to take a toll on their spirits. Will the wilderness of
suffering lead them astray, or will the gentle song of love that echoes across the prairie
turn their hearts toward God’s grace and the promise of a new home?
Prairie Embrace Rosanne Bittner 1987-04 With Arizona Bride, Lawless Love, and last
fall's Rapture's Gold to her credit, and the Romantic Times award for best western
series in her pocket, F. Rosanne Bittner is leading the pack. Prairie Embrace is her
most fast-paced, sensuous romance ever.
According to Our Hearts Angela Onwuachi-Willig 2013-06-18 DIV This landmark book
looks at what it means to be a multiracial couple in the United States today. According
to Our Hearts begins with a look back at a 1925 case in which a two-month marriage
ends with a man suing his wife for misrepresentation of her race, and shows how our
society has yet to come to terms with interracial marriage. Angela Onwuachi-Willig
examines the issue by drawing from a variety of sources, including her own
experiences. She argues that housing law, family law, and employment law fail, in
important ways, to protect multiracial couples. In a society in which marriage is used to
give, withhold, and take away status—in the workplace and elsewhere—she says
interracial couples are at a disadvantage, which is only exacerbated by current law. /div
Sold to the Alpha Cara Wylde 2017-12-21 The peace treaty between humans and
shapeshifters was signed over a century ago. One of the consequences is that humans
must provide shifters with young brides to give them heirs and ensure the survival of
their species. Today, all over the world, special boarding schools take girls from
orphanages and give them the most exquisite education, preparing them to become
brides for the enemy. Sexy, curvy, and confident, Avelyn is one of those wild souls who
will not be traded off as livestock. She's determined to do everything in her power to
gain her freedom and build a new life far away from shapeshifters and what society

expects of her. Alpha werewolf Max Blackmane is in search of a bride. When he comes
to Alma Venus Boarding School, one of the best schools for shifter brides in the world,
he is set on buying a young woman who would bring him political advantage. When he
sees Avelyn, his plans are turned upside down. She's far from what his clan wants him
to bring home, but he can't imagine his life without her. Avelyn uses every trick in the
book to convince Max to buy another bride. It doesn't matter that his perfect body and
smooth voice make her weak in the knees. She has a dream, and her dream does not
include a wolf-shifter for a husband and a bunch of wolf pups clinging to her skirts.
Scarlett Alexandra Ripley 2011-11-24 Discover the phenomenal #1 bestselling sequel to
Gone With the Wind: "true to Scarlett's spirit," this inventive novel beautifully continues
Margaret Mitchell's timeless tale (Chicago Tribune). The most popular and beloved
American historical novel ever written, Gone With the Wind is unparalleled in its
portrayal of men and women at once larger than life but as real as ourselves. Now
Alexandra Ripley brings us back to Tara and reintroduces us to the characters we
remember so well: Rhett, Ashley, Mammy, Suellen, Aunt Pittypat, and, of course,
Scarlett. As the classic story, first told over half a century ago, moves forward, the
greatest love affair in all fiction is reignited; amidst heartbreak and joy, the endless,
consuming passion between Scarlett O'Hara and Rhett Butler reaches its startling
culmination. Rich with surprises at every turn and new emotional, breathtaking
adventures, Scarlett satisfies our longing to reenter the world of Gone With the Wind.
Like its predecessor, Scarlett will find an eternal place in our hearts. #1 New York
Times bestseller#1 Chicago Tribune bestseller#1 Los Angeles Times bestseller#1
Publishers Weekly bestseller#1 Washington Post bestseller
The Wind Blows Free Loula Grace Erdman 2006 Monolithic Microwave Integrated
Circuit (MMIC) is an electronic device that is widely used in all high frequency wireless
systems. In developing MMIC as a product, understanding analysis and design
techniques, modeling, measurement methodology, and current trends are essential.
Advances in Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuits for Wireless Systems: Modeling
and Design Technologies is a central source of knowledge on MMIC development,
containing research on theory, design, and practical approaches to integrated circuit
devices. This book is of interest to researchers in industry and academia working in
the areas of circuit design, integrated circuits, and RF and microwave, as well as
anyone with an interest in monolithic wireless device development.
If You're Not from the Prairie David Bouchard 1998-06 A boy provides a look at life on
the prairies of North America and describes the effects of the climate on the people
like him who grow up in the heartland of the continent.
I Must Betray You Ruta Sepetys 2022-02-03 Trapped by an evil dictatorship, will
Cristian be forced to betray his family or will he risk everything he loves to resist? A
bestselling YA thriller based on real events, from a prizewinning author. Cristian has
lived his entire life in the grip of a repressive dictatorship. The country is governed by
fear. When the secret police blackmail him, Cristian has an impossible choice. Save the
life of his sick grandfather by informing on his family, or risk his life - and all of theirs by resisting? At 17, Cristian dreams of being free but doesn't know where to turn. In
this climate of constant suspicion, can he trust his best friend, his girlfriend or even his
family? Closely based on the real events of the Romanian Revolution of 1989, this is a
powerful, heart-breaking thriller from the author of Salt to the Sea, winner of the

Carnegie Medal.
Winter Winds of Wyoming Caroline Fyffe 2020-03-06 USA Today bestselling author
Caroline Fyffe invites you back to Logan Meadows for a rousing town competition, a
scandalous past that refuses to stay hidden, and a love that won't be denied in Prairie
Hearts Novel Book Seven, Winter Winds of Wyoming.Wyoming Territory, December
1883Being shanghaied and imprisoned won't keep Dalton Babcock away from the town
he's come to love and hopes to make his home. But fate finds him broke, jobless, and
worst of all, the woman who has awakened his heart is the only woman he shouldn't
court. His future does not look promising.After losing their father, Adaline and
Courtney Costner have more problems than finding their footing in a town of strangers.
For one sister, a disreputable past comes calling. The other finds herself invisible in
the eyes of the man she loves.Will true love prevail in a town of busy-body helpers and
good-hearted scheming? Return to Logan Meadows in this yuletide adventure for a
double dose of romance and suspense! Enjoy the Western Historical Romance Prairie
Hearts Series in order.Where the Wind BlowsBefore the Larkspur BloomsWest Winds
of WyomingUnder a Falling StarWhispers on the WindWhere Wind Meets WaveWinter
Winds of WyomingWatch for more Prairie Hearts novels to come...
The World Book Encyclopedia 2002 An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the
needs of elementary, junior high, and senior high school students.
Out of the Dust (Scholastic Gold) Karen Hesse 2012-09-01 Acclaimed author Karen
Hesse's Newbery Medal-winning novel-in-verse explores the life of fourteen-year-old
Billie Jo growing up in the dust bowls of Oklahoma.
Vineland Thomas Pynchon 2012-06-13 “Later than usual one summer morning in 1984 .
. .” On California’s fog-hung North Coast, the enchanted redwood groves of Vineland
County harbor a wild assortment of sixties survivors and refugees from the “Nixonian
Reaction,” still struggling with the consequences of their past lives. Aging hippie freak
Zoyd Wheeler is revving up for his annual act of televised insanity when news reaches
that his old nemesis, sinister federal agent Brock Vond, has come storming into
Vineland at the head of a heavily armed Justice Department strike force. Zoyd instantly
disappears underground, but not before dispatching his teenage daughter Prairie on a
dark odyssey into her secret, unspeakable past. . . . Freely combining disparate
elements from American popular culture—spy thrillers, ninja potboilers, TV soap
operas, sci-fi fantasies—Vineland emerges as what Salman Rushdie has called in The
New York Times Book Review “that rarest of birds: a major political novel about what
America has been doing to itself, to its children, all these many years.”
Dandelions on the Wind Mona Hodgson 2013-02-19 Tattered relationships and broken
hearts, like a quilt, can be pieced together by God’s love. When Maren Jensen took a
job on Elsa Brantenberg’s St. Charles, Missouri farm, she never expected to call the
place her home. As she grows to love Mrs. Brantenberg and her granddaughter, Gabi,
Maren is transformed from a lonely mail-order bride-without-a-groom to a beloved
member of the Brantenberg household. But when Gabi’s father, Rutherford “Wooly”
Wainwright, returns to the farm unexpectedly, everything changes for Maren. Despite
the failing eyesight that caused her suitor to reject her, she can see that Wooly
desperately needs to reconnect with the family he abandoned when his grief sent him
running toward the army—and into the Civil War. She also senses there could be
something more between the widower and herself, if either can move beyond their past

hurts. Comforted and counseled by the wisdom of the women in her beloved quilting
circle, Maren begins to discover the cost such decisions demand of her heart. Are her
choices in obedience to God, or is she running from His plan? Is it too late for love to
be stitched into the fabric of her life?
The Natural Navigator Tristan Gooley 2010-03-30 Starting with a simple question 'Which way am I looking?' - Tristan Gooley blends natural science, myth, folklore and
the history of travel to introduce you to the rare and ancient art of finding your way
using nature's own sign-posts, from the feel of a rock to the look of the moon. In this
fully updated edition you'll learn why some trees grow the way they do and how they
can help you find your way in the countryside. You'll discover how it's possible to find
North simply by looking at a puddle and how natural signs can be used to navigate on
the open ocean and in the heart of the city. Wonderfully detailed and full of fascinating
stories, this is a glorious exploration of the rediscovered art of natural navigation.
Sun Flower Jill Marie Landis 1990
Where Wildflowers Bloom Ann Shorey 2012-01-01 After losing her father and brother in
the Civil War, Faith Lindberg decides to travel west to start a new life, but when Royal
Baxter, the man she planned to marry, but believed to be dead, returns, she finds her
future in doubt.
The Lotus Dickey Songbook Lotus Dickey 2005 Long-awaited new edition of the songs
of a legendary Hoosier musician, including a CD.
Montana Dawn: The McCutcheon Family Caroline Fyffe 2022-04 Montana Territory,
1883 When Luke McCutcheon finds Faith Brown about to give birth in her rickety
wagon, his first instincts are to ride for help. Instead, he stays and delivers a beautiful
baby girl. Unable to leave the pretty young widow and her little son and newborn
unprotected in the Montana wilderness, he brings them along on his family's cattle
drive, to the absolute delight of the other friendly cowboys.
Who Has Seen the Wind William Ormond Mitchell 2001 The story of young Brian, who
learns about life and death, freedom and justice, as he comes of age in the Canadian
prairies.
Kisses on the Wind Lisa Moser 2009 Young Lydia struggles to say goodbye to her
grandmother as her parents finish packing their wagon for the long journey to Oregon
in the nineteenth century.
An American Duchess Caroline Fyffe 2020-03 In Kent, England, the arrival of Beranger
Northcott, Duke of Brightshire, causes a stir. Because with the duke comes his new
American bride, who isn't quite what anyone expects. By accepting the hand of her
beloved, Emma Brinkman went from hardworking Colorado rancher to duchess. Now
she's expected to comport herself as nobility. Overnight. For Emma -- stifled, homesick,
and unable to shake the feeling she's being watched --the metamorphosis is a
challenge. And if Emma's suspicions are correct, perhaps even a dangerous one.
The River Is in Us Elizabeth Hoover 2017-11-01 Winner of the Labriola Center American
Indian National Book Award 2017 Mohawk midwife Katsi Cook lives in Akwesasne, an
indigenous community in upstate New York that is downwind and downstream from
three Superfund sites. For years she witnessed elevated rates of miscarriages, birth
defects, and cancer in her town, ultimately drawing connections between
environmental contamination and these maladies. When she brought her findings to
environmental health researchers, Cook sparked the United States’ first large-scale

community-based participatory research project. In The River Is in Us, author Elizabeth
Hoover takes us deep into this remarkable community that has partnered with
scientists and developed grassroots programs to fight the contamination of its lands
and reclaim its health and culture. Through in-depth research into archives,
newspapers, and public meetings, as well as numerous interviews with community
members and scientists, Hoover shows the exact efforts taken by Akwesasne’s
massive research project and the grassroots efforts to preserve the Native culture and
lands. She also documents how contaminants have altered tribal life, including
changes to the Mohawk fishing culture and the rise of diabetes in Akwesasne.
Featuring community members such as farmers, health-care providers, area leaders,
and environmental specialists, while rigorously evaluating the efficacy of tribal efforts
to preserve its culture and protect its health, The River Is in Us offers important
lessons for improving environmental health research and health care, plus detailed
insights into the struggles and methods of indigenous groups. This moving, uplifting
book is an essential read for anyone interested in Native Americans, social justice, and
the pollutants contaminating our food, water, and bodies.
My Face to the Wind Jim Murphy 2001 Following her father's death from a disease that
swept through her Nebraska town in 1881, teenaged Sarah Jane must find work to
support herself and records in her diary her experiences as a young school teacher.
Where the Wind Blows Caroline Fyffe 2012 Cowboy Chase Logan has been in plenty of
touchy situations, but pretending to be the husband of a recent widow and father to her
adopted children is the most difficult job he's had yet. Original.
Where the Heart Is Billie Letts 2001-04-15 Talk about unlucky sevens. An hour ago,
seventeen-year-old, seven months pregnant Novalee Nation was heading for California
with her boyfriend. Now she finds herself stranded at a Wal-Mart in Sequoyah,
Oklahoma, with just $7.77 in change. But Novalee is about to discover hidden treasures
in this small Southwest town--a group of down-to-earth, deeply caring people willing to
help a homeless, jobless girl living secretly in a Wal-Mart. From Bible-thumping bluehaired Sister Thelma Husband to eccentric librarian Forney Hull who loves Novalee
more than she loves herself, they are about to take her--and you, too--on a moving,
funny, and unforgettable journey to . . . Where the Heart Is.
Before the Larkspur Blooms Caroline Fyffe 2013-05-28 After spending eight years in
prison for a crime he didn't commit, Thomas Donovan returns home to the windswept
prairies of Wyoming hoping to find a second chance at life and only to discover a
second chance at love.
The Tender Years Janette Oke 1997 Virginia, the granddaughter of Marty and Clark
Davis (from Love comes softly series) is caught in that difficult period between
childhood and adulthood and struggles against wht she considers to be unreasonable
restrictions and expectations.
Wild Montana Sky Debra Holland 2012-08-28 With the death of her fiancé, Elizabeth
Hamilton believed she'd never love again. She allows cowboy Nick Sanders to escort
her from Boston to her friend's Montana ranch. In Montana, Elizabeth meets a wealthy
banker who strongly resembles her beloved fiancé, and believes she has a second
chance at love. She must choose between the man who has everything, and the one
with nothing but his heart to offer.
Under a Falling Star Caroline Fyffe 2015-12-08

Leaning Into the Wind Linda M. Hasselstrom 1998-04 Gathers true stories, poems, and
reflections about Western life
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